We propose a new prototype Chinese-to-Korean machine translation system called TOTAL-CK, a prototype transfer based MT system designed for the large-scale practical domain. TOTAL-CK consists of the components of analysis, transfer, and generation. In this paper, we mainly discuss the transfer issues resulting from stylistic structural differences between Chinese and Korean. The dependency grammar formalism is employed for Chinese parsed trees and their equivalent Korean parsed trees. We deal with structural transfer ambiguities that arise when a given source language syntactic pattern is potentially translated by a number of different target language syntactic patterns. Also, structural transfer ambiguities are the major complex transfer problem appearing during dependency transferring, in an SVO pattern that most frequently occurs in Chinese sentences. There are three types of structural transfer ambiguity: transitive transfer, subject-governing transfer and verbgoverning transfer. They are discovered by analyzing the ambiguity and the related formalism. Finally, we present a thesaurus-based disambiguation approach for dependency structural transfer, which is adopted in TOTAL-CK. Our approach achieves 94.6% in precision for SVO sentences and 93.5% for overall sentences.
Introduction
The Knowledge and Language Engineering Laboratory (KLE) at the Pohang University of Science and Technology (POSTECH) previously developed the Chinese-to-Korean MT system (Mtran-CK), an interlingua based system [1] . Based on our work in Mtran-CK, in order to target the large-scale practical domain, we propose a new model, a prototype transfer based machine translator, called TOTAL-CK (Translator Of Three Asian Languages -Chinese to Korean). The TOTAL project is named for targeting a commercial machine translation system covering three language pairs, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean.
For a large scale Chinese to Korean MT, the transfer approach is more appropriate than either the direct translation approach or the interlingua approach, since both the linguistic similarities and differences between the two languages are well represented by the transfer model based on the reflection of contrastive features of languages.
In this paper, we investigate the contrastive linguistic characteristics of Chinese and Korean, which justifies the adoption of the transfer approach in TOTAL-CK. For our MT system, a dependency formalism [2] is adopted for both Chinese and Korean syntactic trees. A dependency structure is suitable for Korean, an SOV language with a relatively free word order. The fact is also true for Chinese, an SVO language with various SOV features, since the concept of the subject is not well defined and the word order in the two languages is affected by pragmatic meaning rather than syntactic rules which determine the orders of major constituents with respect to verbs [3] .
A Chinese dependency tree is transferred to its Korean dependency tree by using the transfer rules. However, the construction of such rules is more complex when the system encounters a Chinese sentence with structural transfer ambiguities that arise when a given source language syntactic pattern is potentially translated by a number of different target language syntactic patterns. We mainly focus on the structural transfer ambiguities appearing in structural transfer, which are a major complex problem in an SVO pattern that most frequently occurs in Chinese sentences. For resolving structure transfer ambiguity, we describe three types of structural transfer ambiguity: transitive transfer, subject-governing transfer, and verb-governing transfer, after which the algorithm for resolving the ambiguity is provided.
This paper is organized as follows. The study of contrastive characteristics between Chinese and Korean is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the major problem of a transfer based MT system is discussed. The outline of the system architecture and its components are introduced in Section 4. And the types of Structural Transfer Ambiguity in Chinese-to-Korean Machine Translation 121 structural transfer ambiguity and its formalism are described in Section 5. Some resolution methods are proposed in Section 6. Finally, we present experiments and results in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
Contrastive View of Chinese and Korean
It is natural that Chinese and Korean share linguistically common features because of their geographic closeness. For instance, about 60% of the Korean vocabularies are Sino-Korean words and the remainder are native Korean words and loan words [9] . In this section, we wish to show the pertinence of a transfer approach for a Chinese to Korean MT. Therefore, we restrict our comparison of Chinese and Korean according to morphological typology, word order typology, and grammatical relations. Morphological analysis in Chinese only deals with segmenting a sentence into a suitable set of words because an inflectional affix does not exist. On the other hand, routines of word segmentation, root-form recognition, and morphemeordering checking constitute Korean morphological analysis, since an inflectional affix (such as a final ending) is combined into a word with a stem. While the information on tense and honorific is not explicitly expressed or represented in Chinese words, every Korean sentence includes information on tense and forms of respect, which is conveyed by inflectional affixes, such as prefinal endings or final endings.
Morphological typology
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Word order typology
Interestingly, some similarities and differences exist between Chinese and Korean from the viewpoint of word order. Table 2 demonstrates the differences between the two languages. Even though Chinese and Korean belong to a different linguistic family, they share linguistically common features. In a word order typological viewpoint, some features of SOV still appear in Chinese, such as SOV sentences and the existence of postposition, etc., and most SOV features are detected in Korean, as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Similarities in word order. 1 To show an additional similarity, some adverbs precede a verb in Chinese and most adverbs appear in front of a verb in Korean. Surprisingly, we found that between Korean and Chinese a variety of similarities exist in a word order topology. 
Grammatical relation
Since both Chinese and Korean are topically prominent languages, almost all sentence elements can move to the topic position. Research has shown that all sentence elements can move to the topic position in Chinese sentences, such as subject, locative, time adverbial, prepositional object and direct object etc. These are equally transferred to its corresponding Korean topic [5] . Another typical example containing a topic relation is a double-subject sentence. The first subject in a double-subject sentence is more appropriately analyzed as a topic with the concept of topic [3] . Example (1) shows that the first subject (elephant) is more appropriately analyzed as a topic in a Chinese double sentence. The topic relation is equivalently transferred to its Korean topic relation in example (2).
(1)
. elephant nose long (The nose of an elephant is long.) (2) kokkili-nun ko-ka kil-ta. elephant-TOP nose-NOM long-DEC
Problem Discussion and Related Works
We have studied several contrastive linguistic issues to determine which approach is most suitable for a Chinese to Korean MT system. Obviously, the direct approach should be excluded because the two languages belong to a different language family. The interlingual based approach still has limitations in the large-scale practical domain since no mathematically robust formalism has been proposed in semantic processing, including lexical representation. Further, no widely agreed set of semantic relations is provided. On the other hand, in a transfer approach, we can take advantage of the similarities between the two languages, such as topic relations, without further deep analysis, which is a ' free ride' . In a transfer-based MT system, linguistically different features should be considered to overcome stylistic gaps caused by transfer divergences. However, simple transfer rules are able to overcome the barrier resulting from transfer divergences in most cases. For example, when a Chinese subject is to be identified from position information and the Korean counterpart of the subject is determined accordingly, the subject marking particle can simply be added into the position following the Korean subject.
Among previous research on Chinese to Korean machine translation is Mtran-CK [1] , a structural interlingua based MT, where an interlingual representation (IR) is generated by the Chinese analysis section, then the IR is transformed to a Korean semantic tree. Since Mtran-CK is an interlingua based approach, it is not suitable for the large-scale application domain, as noted in the previous section. MATES-CK [20] includes a large number of transfer patterns taken from an aligned bilingual corpus. Enormous amount of manpower is required to construct a large-sized balanced bilingual corpus with good quality and to align bilingual corpora. Therefore, the main transfer module in TOTAL-CK consists of linguistic transfer rules, which are built relying on the reflection of contrastive features of Chinese and Korean. The lexical dependent transfer rules taken from statistical approaches constitute the remainder of the transfer modules.
In a rule-based transfer approach, the complex problem of structural transfer results from dealing with ambiguities during dependency transfer. Although some literature touched on the topic of transfer ambiguity, research limits the topic to lexical transfer ambiguity occurring when a source language word is possibly translated into a number of different target words [14, 19] . There is another important transfer ambiguity called structural transfer ambiguity in the translation of a different linguistic family, such as Chinese and Korean. Structural transfer ambiguities arise when a given source language syntactic pattern is potentially translated by a number of different target language syntactic patterns. Structural transfer ambiguities should be handled in a proper way to produce the corresponding appropriate Korean parsed tree for a given Chinese dependency tree.
Some researchers have tried to figure out the structural differences between Chinese and Korean [4, 5] . However, these are written based on the viewpoint of human translators. Moreover, the classified concepts cannot be computationally supported, so they are inappropriate to apply to machine translation.
Some papers [21, 22] in the literature described structural ambiguities and provided some solutions, but they are all based on the monolingual viewpoint. Previous researchers have performed research on computational stylistic differences. Tsutsumi [23] suggests a solution for the stylistic gap between English and Japanese by categorizing the stylistic differences according to different viewpoints, idioms, and special functions. Dimarco [18] proposed a formal model of stylistic difference and design based on a similar language family, such as English and French. All these approaches have described stylistic differences without considering structural transfer ambiguity, so that their approaches capture poorly the existence of both structural differences and transfer ambiguities that are essential factors in the structural transfer of a Chinese to Korean MT.
In our approach, we first introduce a variety of transfer divergences which occur at the transfer stage and define the different types of structural transfer ambiguities. Next, a solution based on structural differences is provided. Thus, Structural Transfer Ambiguity in Chinese-to-Korean Machine Translation 125 the two major issues, structural transfer ambiguity and structural difference, are completely covered by our approach for translation of different language families such as Chinese and Korean.
Overview of TOTAL-CK System Architecture
As a typical transfer system, TOTAL-CK consists of three parts: Chinese analysis, dependency tree transfer, and Korean generation. The design principles of TOTAL-CK are given as follows. First, the language independent features covering three Asian language pairs (Chinese, Japanese, and Korean) are extracted after carefully investigating the common linguistic characteristics of the three languages. Second, TOTAL-CK is designed to facilitate application to the large-scale practical domain, since the Chinese syntactic structures and transfer rules are designed according to a scheme of syntactic patterns ordered by frequency. Third, we adopt a strategy of maximizing advantages of common features existing between Chinese and Korean, which is the primary advantage of a transfer approach over an interlingua approach. Finally, it is simple to augment with effective modularization, extending to other language pairs and other linguistic domains, such as semantics and pragmatics.
In Figure 1 , the system architecture of TOTAL is shown. We discuss each step as follows. 
Analysis
The Chinese analysis module is mainly divided into two units according to its grammatical aspects: morphology and syntax.
Segmentation and tagging
A Chinese sentence is segmented into the most suitable set of words and the segmented words are tagged. For segmentation, we adopt a maximum matching method using a Chinese dictionary of 160,000 words. The segmentation system contains combinable word lists to disambiguate pseudo segmentation ambiguities [6] . The tagging system adopts a statistical method (HMM) and includes correction rules for increasing recall and precision [7] . The tagged example is given in (3).
at street on pick up that CL book) I picked up that book on the street.
Chunking and parsing
The chunking and parsing modules generate Chinese dependency parse trees. Both within a chunk and between chunks, a dependency relation is applied in TOTAL-CK, unlike the parser suggested by Zhou [8] that uses a phrase structure within a chunk and a dependency structure between chunks. For implementation, while Mtran-CK employs a first-in-first-out approach to chucking, we take a priority chucking system where the order of priority is defined among chunks in order to reduce chunk ambiguities.
Transfer
The transfer rules are built based on the 209 syntactic patterns extracted from statistical research on Chinese structural patterns [10] . The 209 patterns are merged into 25 patterns for the application of Korean transfer according to the frequency and abstract power of the patterns. Also, 15 Chinese dependency relations and 27 Korean dependency relations are systematically defined with reference to the suggestions in [11] .
When a dependency tree for a Chinese sentence is given after the chunking and parsing process, the transfer module generates the corresponding Korean 
Generation
A transferred Korean dependency tree is reorganized to generate a natural Korean sentence with the following steps.
Skeleton Korean patterns generation
The method for generating a skeleton Korean pattern that governs word order is described in [12] . For example, the verb cwupda (pick up) has the following word order pattern: Subject + Adverbial + Object + Verb. The generated Korean skeleton pattern is shown in (4). I street that CL 4 book picked up-DEC.
Local refinement
Some words should be deleted to generate a natural Korean sentence. For instance, in the given example, the Korean word ' kwen' , a quantifier, is not always needed in a Korean sentence since the usage of quantifiers is not as prominent as in Chinese. A process of local word ordering is also necessary for natural expression. For example, the corresponding Korean noun phrase for a Chinese noun phrase, (one-CL-book) is "chayk han kwen", (book-one-CL).
Addition of Korean modal and particles
The process for adding Korean modal and particles and considering the tense are completely described in [1] . The generated Korean sentence is shown in (5).
(5) na-nun kilkeli-ese ku chayk-ul cu-wess-ta. I-NOM street-ADV that book-ACC pick up-PAST-DEC. I picked up that book on the street.
Structural Transfer Ambiguity
According to research on Chinese syntactic patterns [10] , the SVO pattern would most frequently occur about 45% among 13,998 sentences. Also, after analyzing the different types of structural transfer ambiguity from Chinese to Korean, we found that the SVO pattern reaches 94.6% among sentences whose patterns are related to structural transfer ambiguity. Notice that, unless otherwise explicitly stated, the symbols of S and O denote dependency relations, and that V is a main verb that forms the header of a dependency tree. Not surprisingly, the SVO pattern retains the majority of structural transfer ambiguity. Therefore, we mainly focus on a structural transfer ambiguity appearing in SVO sentences. Structural transfer ambiguity is engendered when Chinese dependency relations in an SVO pattern are mapped into several different relations in a Korean dependency tree. Therefore, we need to categorize mapping functions that transfer the relations in a Chinese SVO pattern into the relations in a Korean dependency tree. In order to clarify the mapping functions, we define some new terms, such as transitive transfer, subject-governing transfer, and verb-governing transfer. Before discussing the types of ambiguity, we introduce a type of divergence called thematic divergence, defined as switching of the grammatical role which occurs during dependency transfer [13, 14] .
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Transitive transfer
Transitive transfer means that the type of subject concept is decided by a verb in a source sentence. Then its dependency structure in the target sentence is mapped by the determined type of subject concept. Transitive transfer comprises two functions. The type of subject concept from a given verb is determined by the function called subject selection (SS), then the target dependency structure is generated by the function, named subject transitive transfer (STT). Thus, the dependency structure in the target sentence is transitively controlled by the source verb. A formal definition of transitive transfer is given in Definition 1.
Definition 1
Let V be a set of Chinese verbs and S be a set of subject concepts, such that S = {animate, inanimate}. Also, CR is a set of dependency relations of Chinese and KR is a set of dependency relations of Korean. Then, the function SS and the function STT are defined as follows:
SS(v) = s S where v V STT(s, cr) = kr KR where s S and cr CR STT(SS(v), cr) = kr
Based on the definition and the reflection of thematic divergence from Chinese to Korean we induce an observation for transitive transfer.
Observation 1 5
STT(animate, csub) = ksub STT(animate, cobj) = kobj STT(inanimate, csub) = ksub STT(inanimate, cobj) = kadv Observation 1 shows that the existence of thematic divergence depends on the type of a Chinese subject concept that is determined by the verb in a Chinese sentence. Next, we consider examples to assist the understanding of the function of transitive transfer. In this example, the verb (learn) imposes a restriction on the use of an animate subject and the subject, (I), determines the Korean dependency structure and only an animate subject is allowed. So the example is the case of transitive transfer with an animate subject only. There is no thematic divergence, thus the relations in a Chinese dependency1 tree are mapped into the same relations in the corresponding Korean dependency tree. Figure 3 shows the case of transitive transfer with an animate subject. The following example in (7) represents the type of transitive transfer with an inanimate subject only.
(7)
. tide flow PFV 6 inlet (The tide flowed into the inlet.) 6 PFV: perfective aspect. The verb (flow), in sentence (7) imposes a restriction on the use of an inanimate subject and the subject and the inanimate Chinese subject, (tide), determines the Korean dependency structure. In the subject position, no animate subject is allowed. One case of thematic divergence exists such that the Chinese subject is mapped into the Korean subject and the Chinese object corresponds to the Korean adverbial. The related dependency transfer is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Subject-governing transfer
Subject-governing transfer implies that the type of a semantic feature in a subject of a source language governs the dependency structure of the target language. In this type, both animate and inanimate subjects are allowed for the same verb. However, a Korean dependency structure is completely governed by the Chinese subject, not by the Chinese verb, thus we call it a ' subject-governing transfer' . A formal definition of subject-governing transfer and its induced observation are given in Definition 2 and Observation 2, respectively.
Definition 2
Let S be a set of subject concepts, such that S = {animate, inaminate-space-time, inaminate-non-space-time}. CR is a set of dependency relations of Chinese and KR is a set of dependency relations of Korean. Then, the function SGT is defined as follows:
SGT(s, cr) = kr KR where s S and cr CR.
Observation 2 7
SGT(animate, csub) = ksub SGT(animate, cobj) = kobj SGT(inanimate-space-time, csub) = kadv SGT(inanimate-space-time, cobj) = ksuj SGT(inanimate-non-space-time, csub) = kadv SGT(inanimate-non-space-time, cobj) = kobj Observation 2 shows that the existence of thematic divergence depends on the type of Chinese subject concept, which is independent of the verb in a (8), the structure of the Korean dependency tree is determined by the Chinese subjects, either (he) or (this brush); that is, it is independent of the verb (write). Figure 5 and Figure 6 demonstrate that the Korean dependency structure relies on the Chinese subject. We have more examples for subject-governing transfer in (9) . he GEN 9 thesis emphasize PFV education ASS growth (His thesis has emphasized the growth of education.) (10) a.
. farmer produce we eat ASS food (A farmer produces the food that we eat.) b.
. this CL factory produce PFV 1000 CL ASS truck (This factory produced 1,000 trucks.)
In both examples, the Korean syntactic structure is dependent on the type of Chinese subjects, as in Example (8) . As a result, when the Chinese subject is animate, no thematic divergence occurs for Examples (8)a, (9)a and (10)a. On the other hand, when the Chinese subject is inanimate and its concept is associated with neither space nor time but it is associated with tools, culture/education or factories, one thematic divergence appears in Examples (8)b, (9)b, and (10)b.
The next example shows the case of subject-governing with a space-time subject. (11) . he hang up PFV telephone (He hung up the telephone receiver.) (12) . wall on hang DUR 10 map (There is a map on the wall.)
In Example (11) , no thematic divergence occurs since the subject is animate while in sentence (12) , (wall) determines the Korean dependency structure and two cases of thematic divergence exist. The Chinese subject is mapped into the Korean adverbial and the Chinese object corresponds to the Korean subject. The related dependency transfer is illustrated in Figure 7 . 
Verb-governing transfer
The term, verb-governing transfer, implies that the target dependency structure is governed by the source verb. A formal definition of a verb-governing transfer is given in Definition 3.
Definition 3
Let V be a set of Chinese verbs. The definitions of CR and KR are the same as before. Then, the function VGT is defined as follows:
VGT(v, cr) = kr KR where v V and cr CR.
The following examples clarify the feature of verb-governing transfer.
(13) . we lack necessities of life (We are short of the necessities of life.) (14) . this CL book lack two page (This book is short of two pages.)
In this example, even though the subjects are different as an animate noun and an inanimate one, the Korean dependency structures are the same in both examples, hence the verb (lack) governs the Korean dependency structure. There are some Chinese verbs, such as (become), (lack), (leak), (being), (arrive), (replace), (belong to), (come across), (substitute) etc, which are categorized as this type. Figure 8 and Figure 9 demonstrate that the Korean dependency structure is independent of the Chinese subjects. 
Structural Transfer Ambiguity Resolution
With careful observation of structural transfer ambiguity, we found that the major factor was a kind of stylistic difference which resulted from a different way of thinking and wording [15] . Thus, the tendency of restricting a Korean subject only to animate entities and of allowing an English subject to be other inanimate entities, such as instrument, natural force and cause/reason is studied in [16] . For discriminating transfer ambiguity between Chinese and Korean, our strategy also starts from the key concept of animate and inanimate on the subject, which naturally induces the use of resources with concept relations.
For disambiguating the transfer ambiguity, a resource is used which is the Chinese thesaurus, (tongyi-ci-cilin) [17] . An algorithm to resolve structural transfer ambiguity is described in the following steps.
Step 1
Since verb-governing transfer (VG) is lexically dependent, which is controlled by the specific verb, it should be processed ahead of other types. According to the types of verb-governing transfer, transfer rules for each verb categorized are described in the verb-governing resolution routine. First, the list of verbs in the verb-governing resolution routine is searched to see if the type of main verb is (need), a Chinese subject is mapped into the Korean topic and a Chinese object is transferred into the Korean subject. Therefore, all cases of verb-governing transfer are detected in Step 1. If no verb satisfies the conditions in Step 1, then we move to Step 2.
Step 2
If the subject in the subject node is subject-governing and inanimate-non-spacetime (SGIN), then the Chinese subject is mapped into the Korean adverbial and the Chinese object is transferred into the Korean subject. Notice that the type SGIN is recognized by searching the Chinese thesaurus, since only the concepts of location (Cb), time (Ca) and natural phenomenon (Ia) are allowed for the type of TI. 12 When no case is applied for Step 2, we move to Step 3.
Step 3
The case of subject-governing transfer with an inanimate non-space-time subject (SGIN) is detected by the concepts of material (Bm), tool (Bo) and some abstract nouns such as society (Di), organization (Dm 03-07), and Culture/Education (Dk). When nothing matches, we proceed to the next step. Step 4
When the subject in the subject node contains the concept of liquid (Bg01) or weather (Bf07), the routine for transitive inanimate only (TI) is activated, so the Chinese object relation is transferred into the Korean adverbial relation. Otherwise, only the remaining case is either the type of transitive transfer with an animate subject (TA), or of subject-governing transfer with an animate subject (SGA). For this case, the corresponding Korean dependency structure is the same as the Chinese dependency structure for the selected Chinese sentence. We summarize the types of the transfer ambiguity in Table 4 and show the flow chart of the resolution algorithm in Figure 10 . 
Evaluation
We randomly selected 1000 sentences from the Chinese corpus, which was provided by North Eastern University in Shenyang, China. The corpus consists of 20,448 sentences extracted from novels, newspapers, and scientific articles. The average words of the sentences are 11.57 words. Among 1000 sentences, 336 sentences have SVO patterns and 19 sentences contain other structural transfer ambiguities. In this system, for handling other structural transfer ambiguities, simple heuristics are used, which are required to be revised in future work. Table 5 shows the distributions of structural transfer ambiguity among 336 sentences. An interesting result is that a degree of stylistic structural similarity between Chinese and Korean has been estimated at approximately 76%, since no thematic divergence occurs in TA and SGA. In Table 5 , "Others" refers to the sentences that are not correctly detected by our algorithms and the factors of the errors are described in the following paragraph. The reason why the majority of the distributions belong to TA is that animate subjects are dominant over inanimate subjects and the constraints of subjects are given by the main verb in a given input sentence. The accuracy results for resolving structural transfer ambiguities are given in Table 6 . For most sentences with SVO, transfer ambiguity patterns are resolved, except the case of detecting a new verb associated with some exceptions that Structural Transfer Ambiguity in Chinese-to-Korean Machine Translation 139 never belong to any category. For these cases, the errors are all lexical dependant, thus we should continuously collect these verbs for special treatment. In Table  6 , a correct SVO sentence denotes an SVO sentence that is correctly processed. Correct overall patterns include sentences with other ambiguity patterns, which are also appropriately transferred, as well as correct SVO sentences. Table 6 . Accuracy of structural transfer ambiguity.
In Figure 11 , a demo system of TOTAL-CK is illustrated. For a given Chinese sentence displayed at the top position of the far right window, the corresponding Korean sentence is followed in the next row. The tagged results, 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have briefly outlined a transfer-based MT system, TOTAL-CK, designed for targeting the large-scale application domain. Also, we have mainly analyzed the stylistic structural transfer ambiguities and discovered three different types of structural transfer ambiguity related to an SVO pattern that occurs most frequently. Finally, an algorithm has been proposed for resolving ambiguities based on the Chinese thesaurus. In future, exceptional cases related to errors and other less frequently occurring transfer ambiguities will be resolved with additional information, such as an object concept and a method for logically grouping verbs by their own characteristics after a period of careful observation. For TOTAL-CK, the lexical dependent transfer rules will be generated by rule generation strategies whose transfer rules are derived from examples. Also, WSD techniques are applied to both Chinese analysis and lexical transfer. In generation tasks, uniform resolutions for Korean quantifier handling and proper adverbial ordering are required in order to generate more natural Korean expressions.
